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Describe your favorite movie IELTS Speaking cue card with band 9 answer and part 3 follow up

questions

In this lesson from simply IELTS, you will know how to Describe your favorite movie

band 9 IELTS Speaking Cue Card part 2 and part 3 follow up questions.

You should say

When and where you saw it?

What type of film it was?

What the film was about?

And explain why it is your favourite film?

Band 9 Model Answer to Describe your favorite movie IELTS Cue Card

Watching motion pictures has consistently been the prime sporting movement for

Indians.

Yet, over the most recent couple of years, motion pictures have graduated to an

alternate level.

They are engaging as well as loaded with substance.

Last weekend my companion Param purchased two tickets for the most recent

blockbuster Dangal.

In spite of the fact that I was worn out and needed to unwind for the end of the

week, yet I went with him on his demand.

This is an exceptionally moving film.
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It depends on evident occurrences.

The story spins around the existence of a sportsperson who has not had the option

to accomplish his ideal objectives.

He doesn’t lose trust, and all things considered, he channelizes his energies in

directing and preparing his two little girls, Geeta and Babita.

The residents don’t uphold his thought, as they imagine that wrestling isn’t a game

for ladies.

He doesn’t let that trouble him and keeps on preparing his little girls.

They don’t prevail in the main endeavor.

Yet, he empowers them and grants thorough preparing.

At long last they acquire trees to the country the District Games.

This is one of my #1 films, as it is exceptionally inspiring.

I got Goosebumps while watching the matches in this film.

It resembled watching those matches live.

It isn’t just a genuine illustration of present day cinematography yet additionally a

wonder great way.

This is one film, which I can observe over and over.

Speaking Part 3 Follow-Up Questions to Describe your favorite movie

1. Do you think (watching) films have (has) any instructive benefits?

Indeed, watching films has a ton of instructive advantages. A few films depend on

occasions that really occurred. Recorded movies offer understanding into how life

was previously. Films open us to different societies. Narratives give instructive

advantages and are exceptionally fascinating to watch. By watching English movies

one can foster one’s English language.

 

2. In what ways are narrative movies and movies just for amusement

unique?

Component films are principally made to engage the crowd, though narratives are

intended to illuminate, to defy individuals with the real world, and here and there to

advance a perspective.

Component films are for the most part fiction, and at times complete dream. They

might be founded on genuine occasions or individuals, yet the chief and

screenwriter do add some dramatization to it.

 
Narratives are typically low spending plan, while highlight movies can cost crores.

3. Why do you think narrative movies are not really famous?

Narratives are not really famous, in light of the fact that they don’t have enormous

name entertainers and entertainers, and furthermore are low spending plan. Thus,

they don’t interest individuals.
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4. How are films and genuine unique?

Genuine is totally different from films. Motion pictures are principally founded on

fiction, and regardless of whether they depend on reality, some component of

dramatization is added to them.

 

5. Do people like to watch similar sorts of movies?

Most ladies like to watch heartfelt motion pictures, and family films, while most

men like to watch activity films. Yet, these distinctions among sexual orientations

are quick vanishing.

 

6. Do diverse age bunches like similar sorts of movies?

No, kids like movement and animation films, adolescents like activity motion

pictures and sports films, old individuals like authentic motion pictures and family

films.

 

7. Do you like a specific film star? Why?

I like Amir Khan the most on the grounds that he’s an entertainer second to none.

He experiences his job. As of late in his film Dangal, he really puts on 20 Kg, on the

grounds that the person requested it.

 

 


